Are we wet yet?
The saga of reaching for range

Background

Spar
The main spar is based on Michel
Colomban’s work and is similar in
construction to the CriCri, except with
aluminium ribs.
Unlike the perfect
second order optimized Colomban design,
our design uses a simple parallel I-Beam
that tapers away in a straight line after
the strut. The weight penalty is very small
and the level of complexity in terms of
manufacture is reduced by at least one
order of magnitude.

After looking around for something useful
to do ... Idle hands being the Devil’s
playthings and all that, we decided to
make a new set of wings for Sakkie’s
Tailwind. That should keep the boys out
of mischief for a few months ... So ...
a couple years later, and here we are!
The Wittman Tailwind’s new wet wings are
pretty much completed.

In the end we still have exceptional
strength to weight. The whole wing weighs
What started out hand drawn on two in at about half that of a typical Vans RV
pages by Callbie Wood, has now evolved of similar capacity <insert evil grin here>.
into an entirely new design.
The spar has been designed for 9G
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Figure 3: No-buckle ® blocks
further analysis. After reading up on
the subject, it became apparent that
stiffening the web with a hard wood could
be an option. The rational for using wood
is that wood has a small amount of “give”
at the extreme, so it will not create any
additional stress points.
With the blocks in place, the tests were
performed again. This time it reached
the maximum capacity of the press! The
final test results show that the spar will
be plenty strong enough. The ultimate
strength is expected to be in excess of the
Figure 2: Spar - Critical section test
designed 9G.
So, the little pieces of wood do more than
(ultimate) which yields a working stress just look great, the serve a useful function
of 6G. For the Tailwind this is definitely as well.
a bit excessive, but we had the material
available and as the saying goes: If a thing
is worth doing ... It is worth over-doing.
Fasteners
However, all jokes aside, since this is an
entirely new design, leaning toward the It is worth noting that Sakkie did a fair
side of caution seemed at least a little bit bit of research on the choice of fasteners.
prudent.
Where possible the conventional bucked
rivets were used but in the interest of
expediency we decided to use pulled rivets
where appropriate.
This, of course,
Got wood
opened up a whole can of worms in
Apart
Making sums and drawing pictures is all terms of which rivets to use.
from
the
relatively
simple
matter
of
tensile
well and good, but the proof, as they
say, is in the eating, or in the case the strength, there are a significant number of
decisions to be made:
breaking.
The highest stress point of the wing is Does it need to be sealed (for use with the
exactly where the strut attaches. Test fuel tank)? Will it matter if the mandrill
parts were manufactured of this critical falls out? How about corrosion properties
section and loaded to destruction. The with dissimilar metals? At what price? ...
construction was deliberately made with It just never seemed to end.
small imperfections, sloppy riveting and You know what they say about opening a
minor misalignment’s. It was judged that can of worms? The only way to re-can
this will adequately represent the worst them is to use a much larger can!
case in terms of amateur workmanship.
You can buy some cheap rivets from
The first test failed when the web buckled. Bunnings Aerospace and save a lot of
This was unexpected and lead to some money, the downside is that you will
Figure 1: Main spar fuselage attachment
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reliable
and
relatively
inexpensive.
Cannot ask for much more, now can
we?

Controls

Figure 4:
evaluation

One of the gripes with the existing wings
is the relatively heavy control forces. This
is entirely in line with Steve Wittman’s
design for an extremely simple and very
efficient controls. He sacrifices a little bit
Pulled Rivet - Test and comfort for speed. Since we were willing to
give up some speed for a more harmonized
flying experience, the result was that main
control surfaces are now a shameless
ripoff of Richard Van Grunsven’s designs.
With Frise ailerons and a sturdy, simple
hinged flap.

Figure 5: Fuel gauge
almost certainly die when the wing
dis-assembles itself in flight. The other
extreme would be to use nothing but
Cherry Max throughout and live in your
car after the bank has re-possessed your
house. I am told that this science of
picking the least bad option is known as The advantage of using Frise ailerons are
“The engineering process”.
twofold:
1. During downward deflection the
aileron acts as a slot, which tends
to keep the airflow attached to the
surface for higher deflection angles
and;

Fuel tanks
The wings sport a 60 lit tank on each
side feeding into a 20 lit header tank
behind the instrument panel. With the
additional fuel the Tailwind is now a true
cross country machine. Current estimate
is for 4.5 hours plus 1 hour reserve. This
should now allow for 675nm range. Thus
making a flight, from Perth to Forrest
possible without a re-fueling stop.

2. During upward deflection the leading
edge of the aileron sticks out into the
air-stream below the wing and acts
like a little air-brake. This in turn
creates a bit of yaw in that direction
counteracting the adverse aileron yaw

Fuel level indication is with the very
simple direct mechanical float type
gauge available from Aircraft Spruce and
Specialty. These gauges are accurate,

The down side is that these buggers are
a lot more work to design and massively
more effort to build than Steve’s original.
Sadly, no free lunch to be had here.
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Figure 6: Aileron - Showing spar

Figure 8: Aileron - Torque tube & support

Figure 7: Aileron - Hinge manufacture

“Simplicate
lightness”

and

add

more

– William Bushnell Stout

Now, if only it were that easy ...
Adapting the existing control linkages to
actuate the new controls required a fair
bit of trail and error.
Designs were
modeled with a 3D CAD package which
allowed us to evaluate / eliminate many
options. The designs that looked like
they might work were then mocked up
with wood and cardboard and tested
in-situ. Only when there was sufficient
confidence that it would in fact work, did
the metalwork begin.

Figure 9: Aileron - Complete

Since a key design criteria was for
light controls. This required the torque
tubes had to be supported by bearings.
Fortunately needle roller bearings were
found that would fit in the very limited
space.
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Use of metal

The basic shape was determined using a
piece of cardboard and transferred onto
“There are always some part that will be aluminium sheet. (It should be noted that
made out of fiberglass or covered Balsa Al-clad is not suitable for this type of work
since it tends to crack and does not weld
wood when it gets to airplane parts“.
well).
Says who? ... Challenge Accepted!
It does require a couple of tools and some
skill in using them, but it is possible to
built virtually anything out of metal. The
wingtips and inner fairing being a case in
point here.

Figure 12: Wing root fairing - Test fit

The pointy end was filled-in with a welder.
This is something of specialist job and
will require some skill with a TIG welding
machine. It does take practice and the will
to do it, but anyone can learn these skills.
With the welding technique material can
be added and rasped away to form any
Figure 10: Wing root fairing - Basic shape you need. The great advantage is
in the turn-around time. As soon as the
shaping
weld has cooled you can start shaping
your piece, whereas with composites you
need to wait until tomorrow for the epoxy
to cure before work can continue.
The overlap was shrunk using a special
tool made for that purpose. It is a set
of jaws that gabs and squishes the metal
together. It leaves pretty nasty marks in
he metal which needs to be sanded out
later.

Figure 13: Wing root fairing - Final fit
She is done and dusted ... It is literally
possible to make this part in a single day.
Now ... If only there was some transparent
Figure 11: Wing root fairing - Nose welded Aluminium we can do something about
and shaped
improving that windscreen!
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Angle of attack indicator
A little side project to this whole affair
has also been the development of a cheap
and cheerful AoA indicator. The design
is based on an inexpensive MiniHelic
differential pressure gauge and a custom
built pitot probe.

Figure 14: Angle of attack indicator
I might devote an entire article to this once
we have some quantitative results from
flight testing.
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